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Radiography remains the most useful tool to diagnose stifle pathologies, because of its 

low cost, its availability, the lack of necessity for anesthesia, and most importantly because it 
allows relatively precise diagnosis in many cases – at least when combined with patient 
signalment and clinical presentation. Yet, this modality is limited by the fact that, while bone 
structures are clearly depicted, soft tissue structures of the joint, including joint capsule and 
synovium, ligaments, menisci and cartilage all form a single, uniform opacity on radiographs that 
silhouettes with the joint fluid. In instances of clinical uncertainty, MRI offers great diagnostic 
possibilities.  
 
1. Questionable joint effusion. MRI allows clear assessment of joint fluid volume. 
 
2. Cranial cruciate ligament (CrCL) partial or complete rupture. With proper MR imaging 
planes and sequences, CrCL are clearly depicted and their integrity is assessed based on changes 
in shape, contour, size and signal intensity. Avulsed fragments may also be seen.  
 
3. Meniscal pathology. Meniscal tears typically follow CrCL rupture, but can also appear as 
primary events. Primary meniscal pathologies are more recognized as MRI is increasingly used 
in dogs. Changes in shape, contour or signal intensity may be seen, as well as fissure, 
displacement, or enlargement. Dystrophic mineralisation may also be recognized. 
 
4. Cartilage. Cartilage degeneration is not often recognized as a primary event in canine stifles 
(i.e. spontaneous osteoarthritis - OA), but can influence patient management and prognosis. The 
severity of immune-mediated and septic erosive arthropathies can be further established. 
However, clear visibility of cartilage lesions requires high magnetic field (>1.0T) and special 
imaging sequences (high-resolution SPGR or PD). 
 
5. Joint effusion or soft tissue mass? MRI allows clear distinction of fluid and soft tissue, better 
than any other modality. Bone invasion can also be seen. 
 
6. Bone marrow lesions (BML). BML are often associated with joint pathologies such as CrCL 
and cartilage damage in dogs as in humans, but can also be encountered in other circumstances. 
While BML are associated with OA and pain in humans and experimentally in dogs, their 
significance in clinical settings remains to be determined in dogs. 
 
7. Other ligaments and tendons. Damage to the caudal cruciate or collateral ligaments may be 
identified, as well as rupture or avulsion of the long digital extensor tendon. 
 
While MRI offers great potential for identifying unexplained lameness or simply for confirming 
a clinical suspicion, it must be pointed out that image resolution and diagnostic accuracy are 
greatly influenced by the technique of examination. Visibility of some of the joint components is 
limited at low magnetic field or when using improper imaging protocol at higher field.  
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